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Barack Obamas Rules For Revolution
Congressional Democrats have finally gotten over their reluctance to repeal one of former President Donald Trump's regulations — using a legislative tool that Republicans wielded more than a dozen ...
Republicans took an ax to Obama's rules. Democrats are using a scalpel.
Bravo, an MSNBC producer, explains how she had to shift her relationship with rules — from growing up under government laws that oppressed her, to telling a lie in order to land an internship that ...
From undocumented to unstoppable: How the RIGHT rules set me free
President Joe Biden said the Republican Party is "trying to identify what it stands for" amid stark internal divisions.
'I don't understand the Republicans': Joe Biden says GOP in middle of 'mini-revolution' amid Cheney dustup
Former President Barack Obama’s dog Bo died Saturday after a battle with cancer, the Obamas said on social media.
Obama dog Bo, once a White House celebrity, dies from cancer
Tens of thousands of Virginia Republicans, sometimes waiting in long lines of cars, cast ballots Saturday to choose nominees for governor and other statewide offices at a ...
GOP delegates in Virginia to choose nominee for governor
"I think it's going to be time for somebody else to have this job in a year from now," White House press secretary Jen Psaki said.
White House press secretary Jen Psaki says she'll resign next year when it's 'time for somebody else to have this job'
Serna, a Mexican immigrant, is often considered Texas' most decorated WWI veteran. He is credited with singlehandedly charging and capturing 24 soldiers, but further research has found other acts of ...
Mexican American hero of WWI up for Texas' highest military honor
President Joe Biden plans to sign an executive order Tuesday that will raise the minimum wage to $15 an hour for all federal contractors by 2022, while eliminating a lower ...
Biden to raise hourly minimum wage to $15 for federal contractors in new executive order
The Senate on Wednesday voted 52-42 to restore regulations on methane gas leaks in oil and gas production that the Trump administration had loosened last summer. Three Republicans — Sens. Susan ...
Senate votes to immediately reinstate Obama-era methane rules scrapped by Trump
About a year into mask mandates, nasal swabs and remote classes, the atmosphere turned tense at the University of Vermont as the school cracked down on rules for social ...
As US reopens, campuses tighten restrictions for virus
Axing Cheney solves one problem for Kevin McCarthy's House-speaker aspirations but creates another if the Trump-fueled backstabbing doesn't subside.
Kevin McCarthy spent the past 5 years cozying up to Trump. Trump insiders say it might have all been for nothing.
President Joe Biden is set to sign an executive order to increase the minimum wage to $15 an hour for federal contractors, providing a pay bump to hundreds of thousands of ...
Biden to sign $15 minimum wage for federal contract workers
The Biden administration has disclosed a set of rules secretly issued by President Donald Trump in 2017 for counterterrorism “direct action” operations — like drone strikes and commando raids outside ...
Trump's Secret Rules for Drone Strikes Outside War Zones Are Disclosed
Biden’s speech comes as drama continues to unfold over whether Rep. Liz Cheney (R-Wyo.) will keep her No. 3 leadership post among House Republicans in the wake of her continued criticism of former ...
Biden open to compromise with GOP on spending plans but stands by call for corporate tax increases
Violinist Ilmar Gavilán and pianist Aldo López-Gavilán are also the subjects of a new documentary that's getting a virtual screening Thursday.
Long-separated Cuban brothers, both virtuoso musicians, to reunite for concert in Pontiac
When Gov. Charlie Baker laid out his economic reopening plan for the summer, most of the steps were predictable. The outdoor mask mandate loosens tomorrow, and larger gatherings will be allowed in May ...
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How the REOPENING RULES are made — TRAFFIC is getting WORSE — ‘BOORISH UNDERSIDE’ of DUXBURY football
The Biden administration for months has promised to raise the refugee ceiling, but on Friday the president left the cap at 15,000. President Biden hosted a group of bipartisan lawmakers at the White ...
White House Defends Sticking With Refugee Cap Set by Trump Administration For Now
Activist Jan Rivers stood surrounded by “JOBS NOW” signs as she tried to round up support for a massive infrastructure and climate proposal backed by progressives. It was a ...
After COVID relief bill, progressives look for next big win
Guests may be out this year, but “virtual guests” are in. But it won’t be like the NBA “bubble,” where cardboard cutouts dotted stadiums.
Even the guests are going virtual for Biden’s speech in front of Congress
The Missouri Senate on Wednesday voted against paying to expand Medicaid as called for by voters last year. The late-night Senate vote locked in the House's decision to refuse funding for the program, ...
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